I Peter James Hargest record my submission to the Carbon Zero submission
process and request to be heard in the hearing process.
Name : Peter James Hargest

SUBMISSION
I am very concerned that the natural occurrence of evaporation, that has existed since
documented time , has been completely ignored by scientific establishments worldwide in
reaching their consensus that CO2 is responsible for Climate Change .
The natural occurrence of evaporation is so huge that it dwarfs any computer modeling of
anthropogenic CO2 emissions and brings the whole Climate Change saga into a costly and
wasteful hoax .
Only when officials include natural evaporation into the Climate Change discussion will there
be creditable consultation and analysis.
New Zealand, as a small island has a massive surrounding ocean and territorial boundary
that ranges from tropical climate to Antarctic weather conditions and as a nation is virtually
blameless in any accusation of unreasonable misuse of gaseous emissions.
There is ample evidence that solar activity is significant in climate variation through time.
Further, the whole climate change industry has been demonstrated to be rife with tampering,
meddling, changing, adjusting, hiding or just plain cooking of “evidence” and, together with
the vested conflicts of interest of climate change industry scientists, one should be very wary
of accepting or believing any so-called “evidence”. More so, when large numbers of eminent
scientists have a very different counter point of view. It is disgusting that the climate change
proponents dismiss any serious objections as those of “sceptics”. One should not attempt to
change a whole country and affect its population with such contentious dodgy “evidence”,
largely based on ideology and opinion. This is my home and my life too.
The proposed actions of this legislation will have serious implications to the ability to create
and maintain the momentum and effort that underpins our standard of living. Just because it
is the collective idea of a group of young radicals, it doesn't follow or mean that it is a good
idea, or will work.
Therefore I record a submission AGAINST the Carbon Zero policy of Hon James Shaw of the
Green Party.
Sincerely
Peter Hargest
GORE

